Men’s Accessories

Neckwear

1. Start with the wide end on your right. Extend it about 12” below the narrow end.
2. Cross the wide end over the narrow, and back under the narrow.
3. Bring the wide end around passing it across the front of the narrow.
4. Pass the wide end up through the loop.
5. Hold the knot loosely and pass the wide end down through the loop in front.
6. Hold the knot loosely and pass the wide end down through the loop in front.

Pocket Squares

A handkerchief (also called handkercher or pocket square) is a form of a kerchief, typically a hemmed square of thin fabric that can be carried in the pocket, and which is intended for personal hygiene purposes such as wiping one’s hands or face, or blowing one’s nose. A handkerchief is also sometimes used as a purely decorative accessory in a suit pocket. The most popular pocket square styles include: square folded (presidential), the flute (“poofy”), or corners up (one, two, three or four point fold).
The Perfect Timepiece

Watches are generally separated into two categories; the dress watch or the sports watch. The dress watch is usually worn for more formal events and the sports watch is worn mostly in athletic environments. Watches are also grouped by analog, quartz, mechanical or digital. These classify the way in which a watch keeps and displays time. A mechanical watch is a watch that uses a non-electric/electronic mechanism to measure the passage of time. A quartz watch is a clock that uses an electronic oscillator that is regulated by a quartz crystal to keep time.
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Shoes and Belts

The most important rule to remember when it comes to professional attire (or dressing in general) is that your shoes and your belt must match! Starting off, the two colors that will suit you best are black and brown. Black shoes go best with black and grey slacks while brown goes best with navy and khaki-styled slacks. Black goes best with rich or dark colors (i.e., black, red, purple, dark green) and blue goes with pastel or lighter hues (i.e., pink, light blue, yellow, or teal).
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